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ABSTRACT
Small rural social systems tend to have great impact

on the social behavior and performance of rural youth in higher
education. The issue is the degree to which rural youth from a social
environment requizing active and continuous social involvement can
exist in a larger social system which may require more passive and
observational modes of social interaction. Evidence suggests that
they can cope successfully. Generally, youth from smaller schools
(versus larger schools) tend to think their work is more important,
take broader roles, have greater skills in social communication, have
a greater sense of group cohesiveness, and find their work more
meaningful. However, rural youth have limited occupational role
models: consequently, they have limited views of occupational
opportunities and teal to select from familiar areas. The general
socio-economic level of a student's family is a minor contributor to
his chances of remaining in college. The higher the educational level
of his parents, the more likely he is to persist in college. within a
single institution, few (if any) differenmes exist between students
from rural versus metropolitan areas in te.ms of academic performance
or persistence. However, rural youth may enter college slightly less
prepared by their high school background. (CM)
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the factors which could and

re do influence rural students' attitudes towards, attendance at, and

CD
CJ performance in higher education. As a prelude to determining these factors,

it is important to identify the.potential sources of influence.

Specifically, I will be looking at three major influence factors: general

social environment, family background, and educational backoround.

Another potential source of influence which I have not considered is genetic,

since it does not seem to be reasonable that any genetic differences exist

for rural youth (e.g., intelligence). While I will tend to talk of these

factors as separate influences, it should be recognized that they all

interact with each other and, in fact, form the environmental network within

which rural youth grow up and mature.

In preparing this paper, I have attempted to identify salient features

of the aforementioned factors and their potential impact on the performance

of rural youth in higher education. I should also make it clear that I will

be concerned with the modal response of rural students and not how any

single individual may or may not perform before and during their higher

education experience.

In examining the features which impact upon rural students, one
CC)

CX) outstanding feature can be identified; thp,-._is, the smallness of the social

CC)

a2 systems within which rural youth develop. :mall social systems tend to have

some rather dramatic impacts upon the so( behavior and performance of
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rural youth. (The infnrMation bey was taken from Barker and Gump, 7964-;

Barker, 1963; and Downey, 1970.) Specifically, students from smaller moral

schools tend to engage in va-77-_..;,: of proarams and tend to maintain their

program activities in the ..ace n- _adversity. Also, students froel tma, er

schools tend to engage in zEvar-7-_-, of leacerShip act-citi,tts, chcose

difficult tasks and importn7-_ ZEROG, and end to persevere in their

activities.

Contrary to the popicar ,r. studemta.from smeTer scnools temr. ie

less sensitive and evalue7-ive :.4ifTora!qces that trey rind

students. Perhaps an e)..c---rt- 17 7r-der td xplai-r this pnenomentrr. :n a

s hcml in Which on : numtEr individuart are ay.e.TELE to

$3e-47:. :De' in sports ac--liti--. Ath 1 =r-ted sr-lis an, valaed

1,h--y presence aTone nc't rec, red-t- super-:tars.

jotti- often find -fves in parttionS :=-7nreate-

r:tmre 4-unct.Lmal :rerefore, cften- i mt-themselves

gh* .nci4t1-zreater insect Ole- to their neinn -tilmwn into areas and

4ctivities :r1 which they - yew than comuetent. Tim s greater degree 7f

s?- a' par:ft-illation leads --:".7fl -:-.s.e*se of satisfact= and accomplishment with

.f7, rather than watching. At..s -Ural voUth tent 17 be absent less often

social activities, tend tt-piersist in jobs and motions, and to a

degree, are punctual. MIL greater degree rf Participation and

act:;1-,-ty in social groups leas to lifferent attttuaie= on the part of rural

voutr towards work and social rtes. Generally, they tend to think their

sari is more important, tend ta-.4 broader roles, move greater skills in

sociz communication, have a it sense of gran: t.ohesiveness, and find

ther .'cork more meaningful.



To quickly summar-ze, youth fn ma-iler school; %aersus bipter schools)

tend tc-participate mourc, often i41 socrIL activities, -rave positive attitudes

towards tris )1, and tcnd tr be more effectiNe. What. then, is

the irmid.ct of this ba6 -ound upor their behavior and performances in higher

educat-

Before discussirr this impact, 3nemust recognizeithat inst7-aitions of

higher education inttmE, 'fitted SzJtes at very heterogeeoUs ttr.sy vary

in size, social 7issitm, Ziew=:, plate, amr so on). C16-ar-ly, the

experiences of a rura' you= rn a ''cal amity calleme will differ

dramatically from these of an r-e:./if.'Jai in a :arge, urian, non-rasiitential

college. For those rural 011:t 4ME atcloe tr remain at come and a

local community co'lege, -ntt7E Sete:41 piperieMces itth:

continue to perform adequat&v-- *rineir present social-. t5wironment_ Ftr those

individuals who decide to go :c commuter universit7. mese

same social skills may well ale-1-ffvFlinctt'dmil aid leac-:x a variety 717

inappropriate and dissatis7=yins 17e,--Icht4t. For those individuals who

dedide to attend land-grart an 'state utiversity systems, thete experiences

may be somewhat di-Fferent. Most land-c.ant and stat=, universities exist

small metropolitan or town envir.triz, entz. The are priimwily -esidential to

character (i.e., the students -rasidt frr d7rs and on campus), and they

engage in a variety of academic and _aci41 caoperiemcet for the studentt.

Therefore, of the three types of tnivers-tties which I have enumerated, tne

land-grant and state university sysIemir Arm more likely to require social

interactive skills for their student botnes. Also, it should be noted that

research (Downey, 1980) had indicated tip' :r:adents who become involved in

acadeMid and social activities tend to mers7st until graduaticn in these

universities. The issue, therefore, becomes the degree to which rural youth,
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whr were raised in a social environment which required active and

continuous social involvement, can exist in a larger social system which

may require more passive and observational modes of social interaction.

The weight of the evidence would strongly suggest that rural youth

can make this accommodating effort. They, in fact, can change from active

participatory social interaction to a more inactive, observational mode.

This change in role behavior is required by the larger numbers of potential

participants in social activities at institutions of higher learning and

therefore is required of most students in this context.

A social factor wnich I have not discussed to this point is the

occupational role models that rural youth encounter (ACT, 1974). In rural

and small-town environments, the numbers of individuals in varied

occupational roles tend to be limited. There is an underrepresentation of

individuals in high technology areas (e.g., communications), individuals

in artistic endeavors (a concert pianist), and individuals in a variety of

social service areas (e.g., a psychologist). With these statements, I do

not intend to suggest that there are not appropriate role models for rural

Youth in terms of occupational only that there is a degree of

limitation engendered by the sma:70- social/occupational environment.

Certainly the pervasiveness of ma:, communications would, to some degree,

modify these limitations and expand the views that students have of

potential occupations.

What, then, may be the effects of this limitation? To some degree, one

would expect and find that rural youth, upon entering higher education, have

more limited views of the occupational opportunities that exist and would

select from the areas with which they are most familiar. As they proceed

through college, rural youth would therefore be expected to engage in more
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frequent changes in their majors and to have a greater sense of insecurity

in their choices as their occupational views are expanded from their

interactions with faculty and students. Since more than three-quarters of

an entering student body chances their educationa:1 and occupational goals

bef)re graduation, changing is a natural event for the majority of college

students.

To the degree that students perceive the incompatibility of their

particular occupation and return to their rural environment, they will

evaluate these occupations in a different light.

The second major category that I am going to discuss that may impact

upon rural youth and their success in higher education is their family

background. A quick review of biodemographic information (U.S. Census,

1972) on rural versus urban families indicates a variety of dimensions upon

which they may differ. These dimensions include the mother's and father's

occupation, education, and finances. A similar subset of family background

factors rias been found to be important in predicting persistence of students

in college (Astin, 1976). Specifically, the general socio-economic level of

a student's family is a contributor, albeit minor, to the student's chances

of remaining in an institution of higher learning. The educational

background of the student's mother and father are contributors to this

persistence; specifically, the degree to which the mother or father has a

college degree contributes positively to the student's persistence in college.

Research has determined that students who have lived on a farm, lived in

a small town, or lived in a moderate sized city are more frequent drop-outs

than individuals from larger, metropolitan areas. If we examine this

research in depth, it may well be an artifact of certain student tendencfes.
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Most student= tenc attend z- Its-ti-tution of higher learning rhich is

near their .1.tde of 7-samidemEn 7a the degree that-rural students d

smaller ins:--tptions and/p institutions and do not attend

metropolitan rnstitut:=s-. 'roe versa, and to the degree these

institutions in mention rates, then these sta7st:cs

which were he-t.' on cxm-*.fr7lismas-trroughout the UniteeStates may be

Misleading. Trr-tt. is, tr a Tuash.eic who attends a stare university ham

greater chand lf not .-'1/4 -Nr in that state university than a

metropolitan stulent wwo at=nius:a metropolitan university, clearly t
variable of ineerest -thie place of reSidence but the institutim_

Support for thts thei; -an De fbund in a variety of research project-_--:

conducted at Kansas $11Nre University (Downey, 1978, 1980). When the

persistence rate for students various sized high schools was

compared, littfa if e r effect was found. Further, there were few if any

differences 17ft:he peiramanos :If students from rural versus metrosolitan

areas. This Arlold tlbrvnIto suggest that within a single instituttow, few

if any differmr-es exist between students from rural versus metropm5 tan

areas in ter-- -7 tnair academic performance or persistence.

The thtrizend f- al influence upon the performance of rural youth in

higher educa=mrr is their education preparation in high school. Tire data

we will primarii_ be dealinc with was provided by the ACT office an )on

Davis here in Maamattan, Kansas (ACT, 1974). The information comes 77.friln

the ACT test and -t -questionnaire items. It is clear when one loOkS t

the ACT scores bf st;identt froM rural versus larger high schools that here

are ACT differences tn all areas. Similar differences exist for both males

and females, and for students from different high school curriculum areas.
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Differences for all ACT areas are approximately one to two points on the

average. These are sLa. istically s7111t"Ilcant results, but the practical

significance must be calestioned. L :would be apparer7 that the vast

majority of mire: and students la.Jce. similar ACT mores. One would

expect and find small differen would exist at the university

level.

The result ae7f-reported higr, wool grades are not quite as

clear. In the , --um ACT, rural stufemts tend to report slightly lower

grades in all- ammen- : areas reported (i.e., math, English, social studies,

and natural sc--nce. These difference:- tease to exist if you look further

at students nave taken college preetory courses. Further, in data

that I collects at Kansas State Unive ity, students from rural schools

tended to have sliattly higher self-- Ported GPA's than thote froM urban

areas, suggestt7g that a self-teleCtinn procets occurs for students from

college bound=rograms and students who decide to attend institutions of

higher educatimn. The results of this self-selection are to weed out

students with lower high school grades. These self-selection processes do

not seem to effect achievement test scores.

There is evidence that rural youth generally have lower aspirations,

are not sure of their goals in academic areas, and predict lower performance

for themselves in college. It would appear, on the surface, that those

students who have lower aspirations and are not sure of their goals tend not

to apply for entrance to higher education.

In addition to the students' lower performance in high school, rural

youth tend to have a slightly different level of satisfaction with their

high school experiences. Specifically, rural youth are less satisfied



with the variety of courses offered, the rules and regulations af the high

school, the school's library, their lab experiences, the programs for

academically outstanding students, and programs that provide career

counseling. On the other hand, rural youth versus urban youth

satisfied with the gradirg practices and testing procedures, an lo

differences existed for their satisfaction with the type of ins=ruction.

To sum it up, rural youth tend to feel that their high school urcgrams were

less adequate.

If one examines these perceptions, one can see that the scents'

dissatisfaction tends to center upon peripheral types of programming.

Smaller high schools can ill afford the resources required tc provide

programs of general counseling, guidance, library facilities. and laboratory

facilities. Also, they are less adequately equipped and staffed in programs

for the academically outstanding. Therefore, one could suspect rural youths'

perceptions of their high school environment are correct.

What, then, is the expected outcome cf these aforementioned differene.:.

in high school achievement and perception? Studies or rural students'

performance in higher education are scanty, to say-the least. As I have

mentioned, I have conducted studies looking at differences in college

achievement and retention for rural versus urban students. Similarly, ACT

differences existed for rural students attending Kansas State University.

Specifically, rural youth were lower in all ACT areas. On the other hand,

rural students attending Kansas State University tended to have higher

self-reported high school grades. The se:ection factor which seems to

operate is one where students from rural environments attending higher

education tend to come from college preparatory programs, tend to have

higher levels of expectations, and tend to be more secure in their academic



goals. Of those student arc survive four academic semesters at Kansas

State University, no difr,i!Tmnces in grade point between rural and urban

students exist. Four sesesaners seems to be an appropriate point for

checking their performance:, since students who survive four semesters tend

to remain in college unt5T graduation. The number of students who survive

four semesters tends to ±e similar across all levels of high school size.

This study would suggest that, low ACT not withstanding, the rural students

performed as well as urban students and remained in college at a similar

rate.

From the information presented to this point, it appears that rural

youth are not at a disadvantage in attending institutions of higher

education of certain types or sizes. As I mentioned before, there is a

tendency for rural youth to be somewhat different in their selection

patterns from urban youth. It would appear that in choosing an institution

-if higher education, rural youth are maximizing their strong points.

Specifically, rural youth may be realistic in projecting their successes in

higher education. Success in institutions of higher learning is made up of

a variety of factors including academic preparedness, aspiration level,

social and academic involvement, and occupational goals. There is evidence

that rural youth may enter institutions of higher learning slightly ill

prepared in terms of their high school background; however, they more than

compensate for these difficulties because they have higher levels of

aspiration, are better prepared socially to deal with college activities,

and are better able to identify and pursue clear goals.

I should caution you that all of the information that I have spoken to

you about to this point deals with groups. Any single individual could
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break these group norms. Particularly, some rural youth do not enter

higher education with clear goals; others will make poor choices in terms

of the institution of higher education they attend. Still others, high ACT

scores not withstanding, will find themselves with academic problems. There

is little in the evidence I have discussed to this point to suggest anything

other than slight caution, in dealing with rural youth, in their chances for

success in higher education.
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